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English 4 
Unit: War and Peace 
Section: Theme 
 
Project: War Poets Worksheet One 
 
Name __________________________________________________ 
 
Complete the following chart to compare “The Man He Killed” and “Dulce et Decorum Est” 
 

 “The Man He Killed”  “Dulce et Decorum Est” 
 The setting of the poem 

 
 

 Words that describe the 
setting  
 

 

 The narrator’s identity 
 

 

 The narrator’s state of mind 
 

 

 Other characters in the poem 
 

 

 What the other characters 
add 
 

 

 The mood of the poem 
 

 

 Words that help build that 
mood 
 

 

 
 
 

The best image or images in 
the poem 
 

 

 Conflicts in the poem or 
inside the narrator 
 

 

 How the conflicts are resolved
 

 

 The narrator’s attitude toward 
war 
 

 


	Name: 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 1>): old ancient inn
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, The setting of the poem): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 2>): "By some old ancient inn"
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, Words that describe the setting): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 3>): 
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, The narrator’s identity): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 4>): Killing his foe
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, The narrator’s state of mind): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 5>): His enemy
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, Other characters in the poem): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 6>): The other character adds his enemy line. 
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, What the other characters add): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 7>): 
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, The mood of the poem): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 8>): 
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, Words that help build that mood): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 9>): When they are shooting at each other
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, The best image or images in the poem): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 10>): When he is face to face with his enemy
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, Conflicts in the poem or inside the narrator): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 11>): He kills the other guy
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, How the conflicts are resolved): 
	(“The Man He Killed”, <Row 12>): He likes the war
	(“Dulce et Decorum Est”, The narrator’s attitude toward war): 



